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General:
Oloko is a safe strategic online game for children between the ages of 6 and 12. Within the online world, the children
move around anonymously, using personalised avatars (rabbits, dogs, horses or cats). They grow crops, till fields,
raise animals, decorate their garden and trade. This way, the imagination of children is promoted in an entertaining
way, their curiosity is satisfied and they gently discover the possibilities that the internet provides.
It is the goal of the game to learn the profession of a chef, farmer, gardener or baker. The children learn strategic
behaviour by taking on various tasks and trading virtual goods among each other. Oloko additionally offers many small
competitions that promote the creativity of the children.
To play Oloko, a standard off-the-shelf computer is required. Minimum configuration as well as recommended
configuration are listed below. Speakers are not required, but they enhance the gaming experience, because Oloko
contains many sound effects.
The application runs with Adobe® Flash® Player 10.2. It can be downloaded for free on the internet. JavaScript has to
be installed and activated. Additionally, when using Internet Explorer, it is required that you activate ActiveX under
„Internet Options“.

Basic Membership:
The Basic Membership is free. In order to obtain a Basic Membership, a successful registration and subsequent
confirmation of the email address is required.

Gold Membership:
In addition to the Basic Membership, a Gold Membership is available for a monthly fee. This membership grants you
ad-free access to all functions and exclusive content in Oloko. As Gold Members, children receive exclusive clothes
and accessories for their avatars, a large garden, helpers and devices for quicker growing, the possibility to initiate
trade and much more.

Total Prices for a Gold Membership in GBP (including value added tax):
1 month: 9.90 GBP per membership (9.90 GBP per month)*
6 months: 33.00 GBP per membership (5.50 GBP per month)*
12 months: 42.00 GBP per membership (3.50 GBP per month)*

Total Prices for a Gold Membership in USD (including value added tax):
1 month: 12.90 USD per membership (12.90 USD per month)*
6 months: 41.40 USD per membership (6.90 USD per month)*
12 months: 58.80 USD per membership (4.90 USD per month)*
*The contract automatically renews by the contract period originally chosen at the standard rate, if the
contract is not cancelled two weeks in advance of the end of the current contract period. The respective
total price is paid in a lump sum for the entire period of the chosen Gold Membership package at
http://www.oloko.com/legal-information/prices-and-conditions.html
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conclusion of contract or at the renewal of a contract. Our Terms and Conditions apply.

Operating System
Browser
Processor
RAM
Graphics Card
Monitor
Audio
Network Connection
Browser Settings / PlugIn

Minimum Configuration
Windows XP
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 or
Mozilla Firefox 3.5
Intel Core Duo 1,5 GHz or
comparable processor
1 GB RAM
Resolution of 1024x786 pixels,
High Colour 16 Bit
Resolution of 1024x768 pixels
A sound card supported by
operating system, speakers or
headphones
Transmission rate of 2 Mbit/s
comparable to DSL 2000
Activation of JavaScript
Activation of cookies
Flash Version 10.2

Recommended Configuration
Windows Vista
Microsoft Internet Explorer 9 or
Mozilla Firefox 4 or
Google Chrome
Intel Core2 Duo or comparable
processor
2 GB RAM
Resolution of 1280x1024 pixels,
High Colour 32 Bit
Resolution of 1280x1024 pixels
A sound card supported by
operating system, external
speakers or headphones
Transmission rate of 6 Mbit/s
comparable to DSL 6000
Activation of JavaScript
Activation of cookies
Flash Version 10.2
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